Quantifying and minimizing uncertainty is vital for simulating technically and economically successful geothermal reservoirs. To this end, we apply a stochastic modelling sequence, a Monte Carlo study, based on (i) creating an ensemble of possible realizations of a reservoir model, (ii) forward simulation of fluid flow and heat transport, and (iii) constraining postprocessing using observed state variables. To generate the ensemble, we use the stochastic algorithm of Sequential Gaussian Simulation and test its potential fitting rock properties, such as thermal conductivity and permeability, of a synthetic reference model and-performing a corresponding forward simulation-state variables such as temperature. The ensemble yields probability distributions of rock properties and state variables at any location inside the reservoir. In addition, we perform a constraining post-processing in order to minimize the uncertainty of the obtained distributions by conditioning the ensemble to observed state variables, in this case temperature. This constraining post-processing works particularly well on systems dominated by fluid flow. The stochastic modelling sequence is applied to a large, steady-state 3-D heat flow model of a reservoir in The Hague, Netherlands. The spatial thermal conductivity distribution is simulated stochastically based on available logging data. Errors of bottom-hole temperatures provide thresholds for the constraining technique performed afterwards. This reduce the temperature uncertainty for the proposed target location significantly from 25 to 12 K (full distribution width) in a depth of 2300 m. Assuming a Gaussian shape of the temperature distribution, the standard deviation is 1.8 K. To allow a more comprehensive approach to quantify uncertainty, we also implement the stochastic simulation of boundary conditions and demonstrate this for the basal specific heat flow in the reservoir of The Hague. As expected, this results in a larger distribution width and hence, a larger, but more realistic uncertainty estimate. However, applying the constraining post-processing the uncertainty is again reduced to the level of the post-processing without stochastic boundary simulation. Thus, constraining post-processing is a suitable tool for reducing uncertainty estimates by observed state variables.
I N T RO D U C T I O N
An increased use of geothermal energy requires reliable estimates of the risk of failure with respect to the exploration and development of geothermal reservoirs. Suitable geothermal reservoirs need to satisfy certain characteristics for an economic production of geothermal heat. The likeliness to fulfil these requirements defines the risk. For instance, the generation of electrical power with geothermal steam requires a minimum flow rate of 50-100 L s −1 and a temperature of • C (e.g. Clauser 2006) . A wrong estimate of this parameters may result in a failure of the project. Consequently, the entire geothermal system needs to be characterized as precisely as possible. Therefore, numerical simulation of the geothermal system and the processes acting within play a crucial role in all stages of the exploration, development, and operation of any given reservoir. The prediction uncertainty of the numerical simulation and moreover the risk estimate depend on the uncertainties associated different reservoir parameters. These are, in particular, the subsurface rock properties, such as thermal and hydraulic conductivities, and the state variables in a geothermal reservoir, such as temperature and pressure. As a result, risk of failure and cost may be reduced and estimated with less uncertainty. In this study, we focus on the uncertainty reduction of the state variable temperature, which is a cubical parameter in exploration and exploitation of geothermal reservoirs.
Uncertainties can be quantified based on stochastic approaches provided by various geostatistical algorithms presented by, for example, Caers (2005) and Chiles & Delfiner (1999) . Various software tools for geostatistical estimation of rock properties are available (GOCAD User's Manual 1996; Remy 2005) . They are based on the widely used geostatistical software library GSLIB (Deutsch & Journel 1998) . These tools yield spatial distributions of rock properties. State variables must be predicted by a corresponding heat transport and fluid flow simulation (e.g. Eclipse-100, Technical Description Manual 2001; Clauser 2003; Xu et al. 2004) . Finsterle & Kowalsky (2007) describe an approach which allows stochastic simulation and Bayesian inverse modelling (Tarantola 2004) combined in one tool. Geostatistical algorithms were already applied successfully in research in hydrogeology (Kitanidis 1997; Cooley 2004; Nowak 2005) , repositories for nuclear waste (Neuman & Wierenga 2002) , and hydrocarbon reservoir characterization (Campos 2002; Li et al. 2008) . Uncertainty estimation based on Monte Carlo techniques are described by Robert & Casella (2004) . Monte Carlo simulation for solving geophysical inverse problems or predicting hydrocarbon reservoir performance are reported by Sambridge & Mosegaard (2002) and Abhulimen & Otubu (2007) , respectively. In geothermal reservoir characterization however, geostatistical algorithms have rarely been used although they are promising for uncertainty quantification and hence risk estimation.
The stochastic approach elaborated in this paper-a Monte Carlo study-is explained in Section 2.1 and tested in Section 3. As part of this approach, multiple parameter realizations of the same geometrical reservoir model are generated. Each realization corresponds equally likely to the real situation defined by data. The reservoir state variables are predicted from simulations of fluid flow and heat transport for each realization. This does not yield only average values and error estimates of a target rock property or state variable at any location in the geothermal reservoir, but also their local probability distribution. Both, the geostatistical and the flow simulation are performed within one software tool. This comprises also parallelization to distribute a large number of realizations over several processor cores. Additionally, the approach allows the stochastic simulation of boundary conditions.
As a rule, geothermal reservoirs are usually explored only by few boreholes, as compared to hydrocarbon reservoirs. Therefore, additional information is used here in order to constrain the stochastic results and hence, to minimize the uncertainty further. By a constraining post-processing of the results as presented in Section 3.2, information from state variable observations is added. The method presented in this paper compares state variables obtained from forward transport simulations, such as temperature or tracer concentration, to available data such as bottom-hole temperatures (BHT). By this comparison, realizations corresponding to an unsatisfactory data fit are discarded.
In order to demonstrate our stochastic approach and its advantages, an exploration scenario is simulated (Section 4) for a current geothermal district heating project in The Hague, Netherlands. In this steady-state simulation, we focus on thermal rock properties. In addition, the stochastic modelling of boundary conditions is also applied to this field study (Section 5).
The overall modelling sequence comprises a conditioning of the realization ensemble to rock properties (geostatistical algorithms) and state variables (constraining method). Based on this information, the risk within a geothermal project can be estimated more accurately.
M E T H O D A N D N U M E R I C A L S I M U L AT I O N
By computing fluid flow and heat transport, state variables of a reservoir can be obtained from the spatial distribution of subsurface rock properties and boundary conditions, such as basal specific heat flow. Our stochastic approach-a Monte Carlo study-is based on modifying these rock properties. Hence, the modelling sequence is subdivided into different parts: (i) the stochastic part, Sequential Gaussian Simulation; (ii) the flow simulation by forward modelling and (iii) a constraining post-processing.
Sequential Gaussian simulation
For a set of chosen geological units, ensembles of realizations for a target rock property are generated using the stochastic algorithm Sequential Gaussian Simulation Sgsim from the Geostatistical Software Library GSLIB (Deutsch & Journel 1998) . Sgsim uses a Kriging interpolation technique for spatially distributed data (e.g. Deutsch & Journel 1998) . Kriging stands for a family of leastsquare regression methods yielding optimal estimates of the target parameters. The estimatorẑ 0 for a parameter at a certain point x 0 is written as linear combination of the N related values z at the measuring points
The weights λ i are calculated by minimizing-in a least-squares sense-the residual r 0 between estimatorẑ 0 and unknown true value z 0 , that is, r 0 = (ẑ 0 − z 0 ) 2 . For each node, Kriging returns a mean value, the Kriging mean, and an average squared error called Kriging semi-variance. By approximating the semi-variogram by a weighting of the available data, Kriging accounts for the underlying spatial data correlation. The semi-variogram represents a measure for the dissimilarity of spatial data as a function of the distance between pairs of data (Deutsch & Journel 1998) .
The Sgsim algorithm operates as follows:
(i) The geometry of a geothermal reservoir model is discretized on a specific grid.
(ii) All data is transformed into Gaussian shape with mean equals zero and variance equals one.
(iii) The algorithm follows a random path through the model. (iv) For each grid node, nearby data and already simulated nodes are used for a Kriging of the target property.
(v) A property value drawn randomly from the distribution defined by Kriging mean and variance is assigned to the node. Consequently, these values take into account (1) assumed or observed property distributions; (2) the correlation length; (3) primary data, such as borehole measurements and (4) secondary data, such as seismic data.
(vi) A realization is completed when property values are assigned to all nodes of the model.
(vii) The model is transformed back from Gaussian into the original space.
(viii) More realizations are created by following other random paths. Each of these realizations is equally likely with respect to the real situation defined by the data.
The Sgsim algorithm is integrated as a module into a fluid flow and heat transport simulator (Rath et al. 2006) . The corresponding equations are described in Section 2.2. This way, the generated realizations can be used directly as input for the fluid flow and heat transport simulations, wasting no time and effort for format conversion. Further, already existing models implemented in the flow simulator can be easily updated with a stochastic simulation.
The integration method
During the construction of the geometrical model for the simulation, groups of cells are combined into units corresponding to geological layers. Each unit is defined by a set of up to 13 rock properties, depending on the particular choice of problem to be solved. When the stochastic module is run for a target property, the corresponding property distribution is simulated with the Sgsim algorithm as if the unit would comprise the entire model. This is done in each unit for a specific set of rock properties. The individual cell values-specified rock properties-are assigned according to the generated Sgsim model distribution. Thus, cells of a unit no longer have identical properties. As a result, each geological unit in the model is simulated with respect to its measured value distribution. For different rock properties, the stochastic simulation may be performed in a linear or logarithmic mode. For permeability simulation in particular, the logarithmic mode is useful. This property initialization process is repeated for each realization. Then, fluid flow and heat transport are simulated which requires usually the larger part of the computation time.
The grids for stochastic and transport simulation need to be similar to avoid geometric discrepancies. The sums of all cell boundary positions in one dimension are not allowed to differ more than one 1 per cent. However, a grid refinement is possible for the fluid flow and heat transport simulations, for example, around boreholes. Because Sgsim works only with equidistant grids, the property values in each node of the coarser grid are assigned to the corresponding node of the finer resolution grid. To avoid upscaling problems, the grid used for stochastic simulation is always the coarser one.
Because all realizations are computed independently, the algorithm lends itself very well for parallelization. Here, a nested parallelization is implemented which means that each individual realization is simulated in parallel by a group of computing threads and, additionally, the different realizations are computed by different groups of threads. As a consequence, the code can be run on several processor cores which allows fast computation, even for large ensembles. Details of the parallelization technique are described in Wolf et al. (2008) .
The stochastic variation of boundary conditions with Sgsim is also implemented in a similar way to the simulation of the rock properties.
Forward modelling
Fluid flow through a porous medium is commonly described by Darcy's law (Darcy 1856) 
where v is the specific discharge (m 3 m −2 s −1 ), k the hydraulic permeability tensor (m 2 ), μ f the fluid dynamic viscosity (Pa s), ρ f fluid density (kg m −3 ), g gravity (m s −2 ) and P the hydraulic pressure (Pa). Here, the unity vector is pointing upwards.
The equation for fluid flow implemented here is derived from eq. (2) and the equation of continuity using an extended Boussinesq approximation (e.g. Kolditz et al. 1998; Diersch & Kolditz 2002) 
Here, φ is porosity while α and β denote the compressibility (Pa −1 ) of the rock and the fluid phase, respectively. W corresponds to a mass source term (kg m −3 s −1 ). The heat transport equation follows in a way analogue from conservation of energy (e.g. Beardsmore & Cull 2001) 
In this equation, T is the temperature ( • C), (ρc) e is the effective volumetric heat capacity of the saturated porous medium and the fluid (J m
, λ e is the tensor of effective thermal conductivity (W m −1 K −1 ) and H a heat generation rate source term (W m −3 ). Effective values are appropriate averages defined for the fluid-rock system, in particular the arithmetic mean for thermal capacity, and the geometric one for thermal conductivity. In the following, both, thermal conductivity and hydraulic permeability are assumed to be isotropic, that is, they can be treated as scalars.
Constraining method
State variables are used to find appropriate realizations of an ensemble characterized by different spatial distributions of rock properties. These variables are obtained from the coupled modelling with respect to stochastic simulation of rock property distributions and forward simulation of the fluid flow and heat transport. Chen & Zhang (2006) reported (for an another stochastic technique: ensemble Kalman filtering) that state variable data is more effective for estimating formation properties and transport characteristics than rock property data from limited locations. The details of our approach will be explained and discussed in the following Section 3. Realizations which do not agree with observed state variables, for example, temperature, at certain locations in the model sufficiently well are discarded from the ensemble.
T E S T I N G T H E M E T H O D O N A S Y N T H E T I C M O D E L
To test the stochastic approach, a synthetic model is created and later a constraining method applied to select the realizations which fit best the temperature data. Results are compared using Sgsim with varying number of wells at the one hand and unconditioned Sgsim with constraining post-processing at the other hand.
A small model is generated comprising 12 × 12 × 12 cells and four geological units. This corresponds to a total model size of 1.2 km × 1.2 km × 1.2 km. Using Sgsim, a different Gaussian distribution of the thermal conductivity λ is simulated in each unit. In one central permeable layer, a bi-modal distribution of permeability k is modelled with values between 10 −16 and 10 −12 m 2 . A flow corresponding to a hydraulic head difference of 30 m passes through the model in y-direction. This high value is chosen to emphasize the effects of the hydraulic properties on the temperature field. A 
Model reconstruction with varying well number
Considering boundary conditions, probability distributions, and correlation lengths to be well known, the Sgsim algorithm is run to reproduce the reference model. The simulation is conditioned by data: thermal conductivity and permeability from a varying number of synthetic wells inside the reference model. The positions of the wells are randomly chosen. The realizations using the same number of wells form a group. Each group comprises three realizations. Target parameters for this test are thermal conductivity and permeability as well as temperature. The latter is of special interest because it is a state variable which can be measured directly. Additionally, the temperature is a parameter of major significance in the field of geothermal energy. Fig. 2 illustrates the differences in the temperature fields T between the reference model and simulated realizations from a group using data from three wells. It shows a horizontal cross-section in the centre of the model. The three patterns are different, but indicate a similar level of uncertainty. In total, the simulation runs yield comparable patterns within each group and very different ones between the groups. Of course, the differences decrease with increasing number of used wells. Interestingly, some simulated realizations, in this case model (a), reflect the reference model more successful, although they are based on a relative small number of wells.
Typical realizations for a different number of wells are shown in Fig. 3 . As expected, the quality of the fit to the reference model increases with the number of wells. Interestingly, simulation using only a small amount of wells (Figs 3b and c) does not yield better results than an unconditioned simulation (Fig. 3a) . Therefore, an unconditioned simulation appears preferable in the case of only few available wells or a low exploration borehole density. This holds particularly for projects for geothermal energy use as mentioned in Section 1. However, some successful members of the ensemble such as the one shown in Fig. 3(d) fit the reference distribution quite well, even though they are constrained by relatively few wells. The spatial permeability distribution is supposed to be the major parameter for the shape and quantity of the temperature field because in operated reservoirs fluid flow affects temperature stronger than conductive heat flow. Thus, different realizations feature large ranges of temperature differences T , varying from less than 1-20 K. Considering the absolute temperature mean in the analysed layer of the reference model of 30
• C, the uncertainty in the temperature prediction is as very large. Successful realizations, in terms of a successful fit of the temperature in the reference model, result mostly from a successful fit of the corresponding permeability distribution.
Constraining method
A simple constraining technique is proposed for identifying the best fits of the reference model and discarding all others. To this end, a larger ensemble of 50 realizations is generated using unconditioned Sgsim. A large ensemble size is essential when applying constraining methods to obtain a sufficient number of successful members. Unfortunately, generating large ensembles is at the price of large computing time. However, for the small synthetic model in this case, 50 realizations can be generated in short time on a single core. Again, information is used from three synthetic wells (i = 
To select the three best-fitting members of the ensemble, realizations are discarded which yield one of the fitting parameters above an appropriate threshold. This technique is repeated for each realization.
The temperature difference T of the three residual realizations is shown in Fig. 4 to access the quality of the fit. The figure should be considered in comparison with Fig. 2 , which illustrates the results using three wells for conditioning Sgsim without constraining post-processing. Even though the Sgsim algorithm is run in unconditioned mode with respect to thermal conductivity and permeability, constraining post-processing based on temperature data reduces the maximum misfit between simulation and reference model from 20 K to 0.8 K. Obviously, constraining post-processing is a major improvement in uncertainty minimization. Therefore, it is performed during stochastic modelling of real geothermal reservoirs, as described in the following Section 4. As stated above, in the case of exploited reservoirs, hydraulic properties affect the temperature field stronger than thermal properties and their spatial distribution. Consequently, constraining techniques are particularly effective in selecting realizations after stochastic simulations of hydraulic properties in systems where fluid flow affects significantly the temperature.
F I E L D S T U DY F O R A G E O T H E R M A L R E S E RV O I R
A geothermal district heating project in The Hague, the Netherlands is chosen to demonstrate the stochastic modelling sequence as outlined above. In this study, the temperature in the target area is predicted and its uncertainty is minimized.
A geothermal doublet will be installed at a depth of 2300 m to supply up to 6000 households with geothermal heat. The Delft sandstone (van Balen et al. 2000) at the transition between Jurassic and Cretaceous formations is identified as target reservoir. Its permeability varies between 10 −12 and 10 −13 m 2 . Technical requirements for formation temperature and flow rate are 75
• C and 42 L s −1 , respectively. Model parameters such as reservoir geometry are reported by Simmelink & Vandeweijer (2008) . A map of the studied area is shown in Fig. 5 .
Rock properties such as porosity, thermal conductivity and radiogenetic heat production are calculated by us from laboratory measurements on cuttings and logging data from a calibration borehole. To that end, the shale content and the free water content are computed for the key wells. In turn these data are used to compute continuous thermal conductivity profiles (Hartmann et al. 2005 (Hartmann et al. , 2007 . The log derived thermal conductivity profiles were calibrated with the laboratory measurements (Fig. 6 ). Using these profiles, statistical values of effective thermal conductivity are calculated for the stratigraphic units incorporated in a 3-D model. In addition, radiogenetic heat production profiles were produced by the use of the gamma-ray logs (Rybach 1988) .
Consistent with available geological information (Simmelink & Vandeweijer 2008) , there is neither significant thermal free convection nor topological driven fluid flow. Thus, conductive heat flow is dominant. The temperature prediction is obtained via steady-state simulation of heat transport. For comparison of model and reality, ten corrected BHT are available distributed evenly in the study area. The modelling process aims for a temperature prediction at the proposed target location near the centre of the model. This target location may change during the further planning progress of the project.
The 3-D geometric model (Pechnig et al. 2008; Mottaghy et al. 2009 ) represents a volume of 22.5 km × 24.3 km × 5 km. It is Figure 5 . Map of the studied area containing the proposed target location and borehole labels, and the dimensions of our model. discretized into 150 × 162 × 100 grid cells. It comprises nine geological layers identified and implemented as separate units. Each unit is characterized by a different saturated thermal conductivity and heat production rate. The mean and the standard deviation of the thermal conductivity in each layer characterizes a unit.
A first estimate for the possible range in the predicted temperature is obtained by characterizing each unit by its mean and standard deviation of the thermal conductivity according to the geometric modelling process. In particular, a temperature range is obtained by using on the one hand always minimum values (mean minus standard deviation) and on the other hand always maximum values (mean plus standard deviation) of the thermal conductivity in each layer for the modelling.
The result of the prediction at the locations of the BHT data is illustrated in Fig. 7 . Obviously, the mean reproduces every single BHT successfully, but the uncertainty is over-estimated.
Quantifying and reducing uncertainty
The stochastic modelling sequence explained in Section 3 is applied to provide better uncertainty estimates. Instead of considering only minimum and maximum values defined by mean and standard deviation, the original probability distribution of the saturated thermal conductivity in the calibration borehole is simulated in six of the nine geological units using the Sgsim algorithm. As an example for the different input histograms to be reproduced using Sgsim, the measured distributions of Layer 3 (Lower Cretaceous Supergroup) and Layer 4 (Jurassic Supergroup) are illustrated in Fig. 8 . The original distributions were calculated by us using different logs, as stated above (Fig. 6) .
Although more than 50 exploration boreholes exist in the studied area, there are only BHT measurements. Calculated thermal conductivity data was available for just one calibration borehole with high vertical data density in this study. With this single borehole in an area of about 550 km 2 , the borehole density is low, so that unconditioned Sgsim has to be performed. This can be done without restricting the results as shown before in Section 3.1. However, the logs in the other boreholes indicate similar lithoglocial conditions within the stratigraphic layers.
Correlation lengths in the vertical direction are calculated using semi-variograms (see Section 2.1). The data required for the semivariograms are obtained from the calibration borehole. The semivariograms yield correlation lengths between 50 and 450 m for the individual geological layers. . Scheme for calculating dry and saturated thermal conductivity (λ d and λ s ) profiles from logs. The correlation of shale contend and log response is used to calculate the volumetric fractions of the rock components from log data. Knowing these volumetric fractions and the thermal conductivity of the single rock components from laboratory measurements, the thermal conductivity in the subsurface can be determined using an appropriate mixing law. (See Hartmann et al. 2005 , for more details). Due to the nature of sedimentation there is an anisotropy between vertical and horizontal correlation lengths (Caers 2005) . Vertical correlation lengths are usually much shorter than horizontal ones. For the horizontal directions, the borehole distribution with just one borehole is insufficient to calculate reliable semi-variograms at all. Fortunately, the horizontal direction is less important for predominantly vertical conductive heat flow. However, to obtain a maximum fluctuation in the ensemble of realizations, large correlation lengths are implemented in the horizontal directions by multiplying the corresponding vertical correlation length in each unit. Deutsch & Journel (1998) use a maximum factor of 16 between vertical and horizontal correlation length which is adopted in this study, too. This yields horizontal correlation lengths between 800 and 7200 m. However, these values can be considered as more or less arbitrary due to the dominantly vertical direction of heat flow. Nevertheless, simulating fluid flow in the reservoir, e.g. for performance prediction during the operation of the doublet, will require reasonable values in the future.
Using these correlation lengths, 1000 temperature fields are simulated based on 1000 realizations of thermal conductivity in the model. One example is shown in Fig. 9 . The ensemble is simulated in parallel on two quadcore processors with a clock rate of 3 GHz each. Thus, a computing time of 127 hr is needed to generate the full ensemble of 1000 realizations. Constraining post-processing is performed in order to reduce the uncertainty further discarding unsuitable ensemble realizations.
Constraining post-processing
Constraining methods are useful to further reduce the uncertainty significantly. Therefore, we perform the constraining postprocessing in this case, too, although we suppose constraining techniques to be less effective in systems lacking significant fluid flow, as stated above in Section 3.2. In this post-processing, the temperatures of all 1000 realizations of the ensemble are compared to the measured BHT. Several studies about the reliability of corrected BHT data and its error are available (e.g. Deming 1989; Hermanrud et al. 1990; Förster 2001) . Förster (2001) and Hermanrud et al. (1990) reported that BHT values corrected with less advanced methods [such as the Horner plot method (Horner 1951) ] underestimate the formation temperature by 8 K ± 8 K in their studies. This underestimation is not confirmed by our simulations (Fig. 7) . However, according to Hermanrud et al. (1990) advanced methods for correcting BHT usually give values close to the formation temperature with a standard deviations of ±9 K. Therefore, this standard deviation of ±9 K is used as a constraining parameter for the post-processing. A realization is discarded from the ensemble, if the difference between the temperature simulated T i sim at the position of the BHT measurement and the corrected BHT value B H T i exceeds ±9 K for at least one BHT i = 1, .., 10)
Results
The probability distribution of the temperature at the proposed target location is shown for 1000 original realizations in Fig. 10(a) and for the 488 realizations which survived the constraining postprocessing in Fig. 10(b) . The full distribution width of the temperature is reduced from 16 K to 12 K as a consequence of the postprocessing. Assuming a Gaussian distribution shape, the standard deviation σ is reduces slightly from 2.0 K to 1.8 K. In particular, realizations with very high and low temperature predictions are removed from the ensemble. Thus, too optimistic and pessimistic assumptions suggested by the stochastic modelling sequence without constraining the ensemble are avoided. The distribution mean μ = 79 • C stays constant at the proposed target position. As in Fig. 7 , the result of the temperature predictions at the locations of the BHT is illustrated in Fig. 11(a) for the 488 realizations. The BHT are reproduced with an appropriate uncertainty.
In total, the final temperature prediction obtained from the 488 surviving realizations is illustrated in Fig. 13 (a) in comparison with the initial uncertainty. Obviously, the uncertainty has been minimized significantly by applying the stochastic modelling sequence. The full distribution width is reduced from 25 K to 12 K, making the temperature prediction much more accurate. In addition, a standard deviation of σ = 1.8 K is can be stated as another uncertainty measure. As further positive result in terms of project feasibility, according to the uncertainty quantification applied in this study, the likelihood for the formation temperature exceeding the required temperature of 75
• C is 97 per cent (without constraining post-processing), respectively, 99 per cent with constraining post-processing.
A D D I T I O N A L S T O C H A S T I C S I M U L AT I O N O F B A S A L S P E C I F I C H E AT F L O W
Taking advantage of the possibility for stochastic modelling of boundary conditions, an additional stochastic simulation of the basal specific heat flow is integrated in the modelling sequence. The objective is to consider this major factor of uncertainty in the modelling process. The mean of q = 63 mW m −2 is varied with a standard deviation of ±3 mW m −2 . This small fluctuation of the basal specific heat flow is chosen due to the good agreement of the final corrected BHT with the predicted temperatures obtained from the simulated realizations illustrated in Fig. 7 . Moreover, the need of a statistically relevant amount of realizations surviving the constraining selection demands the small but realistic value of ±3 mW m −2 . The simulated value is assigned to each grid node at the bottom boundary of the model. Again, an ensemble of 1000 realizations is generated. Now, with an expected larger distribution width due to basal specific heat flow fluctuation, constraining post-processing is essential to identify reliable realizations.
Results
The results of the complete stochastic modelling sequence including boundary simulation are illustrated in Fig. 12 and Fig. 13(b) . As expected, the full distribution width without constraining postprocessing increases significantly from 16 K to 24 K at target depth compared to the distribution discussed in Section 4.1. The mean of 79
• C does not change, but the standard deviation increases to 4.3 K.
However, performing the constraining post-processing yields results very similar to the results in Section 4.3 obtained without specific heat flow variation. The standard deviation of the distribution is σ = 2.1 K. The full distribution width of about 11 K after performing the constraining technique is actually lower than for a constant basal specific heat flow. This is due to the smaller size of the statistical sample. The fraction of realizations, which survived the constraining post-processing decreases from 488/1000 to 245/1000 because of the larger distribution width. Our results are summarized in Table 1 .
The uncertainty of the basal specific heat flow before performing constraining post-processing yields a lower likelihood for the formation temperature exceeding the required temperature of 75
• C. Here, this likelihood is 80 per cent without constraining post-processing. However interestingly, this likelihood is increased to 99 per cent again by applying the constraining post-processing, even when the basal specific heat flow is varied.
A variable basal specific heat flow is not considered for the original uncertainty estimate without any stochastic approach. Nevertheless, the temperature profiles of all realizations fall into the estimated original range. In this particular case, constraining postprocessing reduces significantly the large effects on the uncertainty estimate by simulating basal specific heat flow. Thus, uncertainty estimates obtained with and without stochastic basal specific heat 
C O N C L U S I O N S A N D O U T L O O K
Geothermal reservoir exploration and modelling requires sophisticated quantification of uncertainty. The Monte Carlo approach of Sequential Gaussian Simulation combined with constraining postprocessing helps to quantify and reduce significantly the uncertainty in the prediction of state variables in geothermal reservoirs. However, there is a price to pay in terms of increased computing power. Multiple realizations are generated conditioned to measured rock properties and equally likely to reflect reality. Moreover, the realizations are conditioned to observed state variables via constraining post-processing. Thus, uncertainty is quantified stochastically much more precisely than basing merely on a minimum-maximum estimate (value range) of the involved rock properties. Hence, it is very effective in reducing uncertainties and therefore eventually reducing risk of failure and cost. In addition, the stochastic simulation of boundary conditions allows a more comprehensive approach to quantify uncertainty in geothermal reservoirs. Constraining techniques are particularly effective in filtering realizations after stochastic simulation of hydraulic properties in systems where advective heat transport is significant. This has been demonstrated by us in an other field study. To that end, stochastic permeability modelling was applied for transient simulations of the operated geothermal doublet in The Hague. In particular, the temperature development at the target position and the propagation of the cold water front from the injection point is predicted. The possibility to use different grid sizes for the stochastic and the flow simulation was used here. The results will be published soon. Furthermore, as soon as first measurements of the state variables become available after drilling, a constraining approach in a fluid flow dominated temperature field will be performed.
Unfortunately, there is one drawback applying the introduced constraining technique when discussing it in a probability framework. Due to the low number of realizations used in this study, only a raw approximation of the a posteriori probability distribution is obtained. Nevertheless, we the results thus obtained to be useful and justifiable. This is supported by the reasonable peaked shapes of the histograms in Fig. 10 . In the study presented here, prior knowledge is comprehensive. Therefore, we sample from a well constrained prior model, making use of rather narrow statistical assumptions. This partly explains that we are able to produce useful results even with a relatively small number of samples.
Methods such as Markov Chain Monte Carlo sampling (MCMC) (e.g. Fox & Nicholls 2001) could have been used quantifying the uncertainty more accurately. However, methods of this type are computational expensive due to the large model size (2.4 millions of cells), because they need large numbers of forward simulations. This situation is further aggravated when fluid flow has to be taken into account, and models have to be time dependent. Therefore, more effective sampling strategies will be applied in the future for data assimilation. These include variants of the ensemble Kalman filter (EnKF) (Evensen 2003; Chen & Zhang 2006; Gu & Oliver 2006) , or the Kalman ensemble generator (KEG) Nowak (2009) .
This study represents the initial step of a strategy for iterative improvement of an ensemble of information forming an geothermal reservoir model. This ensemble will be updated as different kinds of observations, such as logging data, well tests, or even tracer experiments may become available. This iterative process will be supplemented by sophisticated methods such as the ensemble Kalman filter and supported by virtual reality visualization techniques (Wieskopf & Erlebacher 2004; Wolter et al. 2009 ).
